LEARNING COMMUNITY INNOVATION ZONE 2018 - 2019

48% OF SIGN-INS SELF REPRESENT AS NON-WHITE

AVERAGE GPA OF SIGN-INS WAS 3.29

59% OF SIGN-INS WERE FIRST-YEAR STUDENTS

OVER 100 MAJORS REPRESENTED

48% OF SIGN-INS SELF REPRESENT AS NON-WHITE

AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT

3D PRINTERS
LASER CUTTER
VINYL CUTTER
ELECTRONICS STATION
VR STATION

TABLE SAW
BAND SAW
MITER SAW
TEXTILE STATION
POWER TOOLS

AND MORE!

BREAKDOWN BY REPORTED GENDER
48% 52%

OVER 100 MAJORS REPRESENTED

INVOVEMENT AND LEADERSHIP
12 STUDENT MAKER SPECIALISTS
20+ STUDENT MAKER MENTORS
2 MAKERSPACE GRAD FELLOWS
NEW MAKER CLUB

MAJOR EVENTS THIS YEAR

HACKUCONN 2019
WOMEN IN MAKING FORUM
MAKE YOUR SPACE CHALLENGE
CREATE AT HACKATHON
MAKER FAIR & MODIFIED PINewood DERBY

20+ CROSS-CAMPUS COLLABORATIONS
100+ WORKSHOPS FACILITATED
4 UNIVERSITY CLASSES OFFERED

LOCATED IN WERTH TOWER 014

LCIZ.uconn.edu  @uconnLCIZ